THE WIZARD OF OZ
by Frank Baum (J BAUM)
Off they march toward Emerald City. Compare
the book with the movie version!
THE VELVETEEN RABBIT
by Margery Bianco (J BIANCO)
By the time the velveteen rabbit is dirty, worn
out, and about to be burned, he has almost given
up hope of ever finding the magic called Real.
THE CHILDREN OF GREEN KNOWE
by L. M. Boston (J BOSTON)
Tolly and his great-grandmother live in an
extraordinary mansion where the past keeps
breaking into the present, and long-dead children
become Tolly’s friends.
CADDIE WOODLAWN
by Carol Ryrie Brink (J BRINK)
Adventures of a pioneer tomboy on the
Wisconsin frontier.
THE SECRET GARDEN
by Frances Hodgson Burnett (J BURNETT)
A lonely invalid boy and a sour-faced girl are
transformed in a secret garden.

CHARLIE AND THE
CHOCOLATE FACTORY
by Roald Dahl (J DAHL)
Five children win a visit to Willy Wonka’s amazing
chocolate factory; horrid Augustus Gloop, spoiled
Veruca Salt, gum-chewing Violet Beauregarde,
smart-aleck Mike Teavee, and our hero, Charlie
Bucket.
JAMES AND THE GIANT PEACH
by Roald Dahl. (J DAHL)
A peach as big as a house
transports James on a wild
escape from his cruel Aunt
Sponge and Aunt Spiker.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
by Charles Dickens (J DICKENS)
Scrooge learns the true meaning of Christmas
from three ghostly visitors.
UNDERSTOOD BETSY
by Dorothy Fisher (J FISHER)
A small and timid girl discovers brand new
capabilities when she goes to live with relatives
on a farm in Vermont.

ALICE’S ADVENTURES
IN WONDERLAND
by Lewis Carroll (J CARROL)
Alice falls down a rabbit hole and lands in a world
that behaves like a dream.

HARRIET THE SPY
by Louise Fitzhugh (J FITZHUG)
Eleven-year-old Harriet keeps a secret notebook
filled with thoughts and notes on people she
observes on her spy route. Then her classmates
find out and read her notebook.

WHERE THE LILIES BLOOM
by Vera and Bill Cleaver (J CLEAVER)
In the Great Smoky Mountains region, a fourteenyear-old girl struggles to keep her family together
after their father dies.

OLD YELLER
by Frederick Gipson (J GIPSON)
A wonderful stray dog befriends a poor Texas
family, protecting their farm and saving the life of
their boy, Travis.

THE ADVENTURES OF PINOCCHIO
by Carlo Collodi (J COLLODI)
A wooden marionette wishes to become a boy.

THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS
by Kenneth Grahame (J GRAHAME)
The Wind in the Willows tells the story of true
friendship between Rat and Mole. The two have
all sorts of adventures trying to stop their friend
Toad from doing crazy things with automobiles.

MISTY OF CHINCOTEAGUE
by Marguerite Henry (J HENRY)
Among the wild ponies of Assateague Island live a
strangely beautiful mare called Phantom and her
little colt, Misty. No one thinks these two can be
captured, but Paul and his sister Maureen have
their hearts set on taming them.
RIP VAN WINKLE, and THE LEGEND
OF SLEEPY HOLLOW
by Washington Irving (J IRVING)
Rip Van Winkle sleeps for 20 years. In Sleepy
Hollow, the Headless Horseman rides – or so
they say. Here are two classic tales from
spellbound Dutch villages along the Hudson River
long ago.
FINN FAMILY MOOMINTROLL or
THE HAPPY MOOMINS
by Tove Jansson (J JANSSON)
In this first volume of an award-winning series, we
are introduced to Moominvalley’s all-too human
creatures and their silly, magical adventures.
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
by Rudyard Kipling (J KIPLING)
Harvey Cheyne, spoiled millionaire’s son, tumbles
overboard from a luxury liner – and is rescued by
the crew of a Gloucester schooner. Thus begins
the boy’s second voyage into the rugged rites and
ways of sailors.
THE JUNGLE BOOK
by Rudyard Kipling (J KIPLING)
Accepted into a wolf pack, instructed by an old
brown bear, and protected by a panther, a boycub named Mowgli learns the laws of the Jungle.
JUST SO STORIES
by Rudyard Kipling (J KIPLING)
The Cat That Walked By Himself, The Elephant’s
Child, How The Rhinoceros Got His Skin, The
Sing-Song Of Old Man Kangaroo, and other
stories.

LASSIE COME HOME
by Eric Knight (J KNIGHT)
After her poor family sells her, the almost human Collie travels 1,000 miles to return to
them.
THE LION, THE WITCH
AND THE WARDROBE
by C. S. Lewis (J LEWIS)
Four English children walk through a wardrobe
and discover the kingdom of Narnia. The Narnia
series has 7 books.
PIPPI LONGSTOCKING
by Astrid Lindgren (J LINDGREN)
Pippi lives with a horse and a monkey – but
without any parents – at the edge of a Swedish
village.
THE STORY OF DR. DOLITTLE
by Hugh Lofting (J LOFTING)
Dr. Dolittle loves animals so much he becomes
an animal doctor and learns the language of the
animals from his parrot, Polynesia.
MRS. PIGGLE WIGGLE
by Betty MacDonald (J MACDONA)
From her upside – down house, Mrs, Piggle
Wiggle issues her marvelous cures for such
common children’s diseases as Won’t –PutAway-Toys-it is, Answerbackism, and FighterQuarrelitis.
THE LIGHT PRINCESS
by George Macdonald (J MACDONA)
The princess has no gravity. She laughs at
everything, including pain and sorrow. Also, she
floats.
WINNIE-THE-POOH
by A. A. Milne (J MILNE)
Adventures with Pooh, the Bear of Very Little
Brain, and his friends. Sequel: The House at Pooh
Corner.

KAVIK THE WOLF DOG
by Walt Morey (J MOREY)
Andy found Kavik after the plane crash and
nursed him back to health. Now Kavik was
gone – returned to his owner. But Andy had
forgotten how stubborn Kavik could be. No
mountain, glacier, or hunter’s gun could stop
Kavik from trying to get back to the boy he loved.
OWLS IN THE FAMILY
by Farley Mowat (J MOWAT)
Here are Wol and Weeps, two orphaned owls
who can turn a household upside down, outwit a
dog, and terrorize a neighborhood.
FIVE CHILDREN AND IT
by E. Nesbit (J NESBIT)
A little sand fairy can make wishes come true.
Other whimsical books by this author include The
Enchanted Castle, The Ice Dragon, and The Railway
Children.
THE BORROWERS
by Mary Norton (J NORTON)
Tiny people furnish their homes with “borrowed”
human possessions. Their worst fear is being
discovered.
ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS
by Scott O’Dell (J O’DELL)
When their tribe was moved off their island
home, Karana and her brother stayed behind,
alone. Then Karana’s brother died.
THE MERRY ADVENTURES
OF ROBIN HOOD
by Howard Pyle (J PYLE)
Sherwood Forest rings with the songs and deeds
of bold Robin Hood.
THE LITTLE PRINCE
by Antoine de Saint-Exupery (J SAINT E)
A tiny prince from a tiny planet pauses for a few
days on Earth.

BAMBI
by Felix Salten (J SALTEN)
The adventures of a young deer in the forest as
he grows into a beautiful stag.
ROOTABAGA STORIES
by Carl Sandburg (J SANDBUR)
Forty-nine whimsical and humorous tales
introduce such characters as the Potato Face
Blind Man, Henry Hagglyhoagly, the Green Rat,
the Blue Wind Boy, and many others.
BLACK BEAUTY
by Anna Sewell (J SEWELL)
A carefree colt grows into a handsome stallion.
THE CRICKET IN TIMES SQUARE
by George Selden (J SELDEN)
The lives of humans who operate a big city news
stand are enriched by the antics of a musical
cricket, a wise cat, and a sophisticated mouse.
HEIDI
by Johanna Spyri (J SPYRI)
Heidi alters the lives of everyone in her Swiss
mountain world.
KIDNAPPED
by Robert Louis Stevenson (J STEVENS)
David Balfour must survive kidnapping and
dangerous journeys.
TREASURE ISLAND
by Robert Louis Stevenson (J STEVENS)
The adventures of Jim Hawkins and his search for
the buried treasure of he notorious pirate
Captain Flint.
ALL-OF-A-KIND FAMILY
by Sydney Taylor (J TAYLOR)
The adventures of five sisters growing up in a
Jewish family in New York in the early twentieth
century.

A CHILD’S CHRISTMAS IN WALES
by Dylan Thomas (J THOMAS)
Dylan Thomas' recollection of the sounds and
smells of a long-ago Christmas in the seaside
town of his youth.
THE HOBBIT
by J. R. R. Tolkien (J TOLKIEN)
Bilbo Baggins is a plain, quiet, hole-dwelling hobbit
– until the adventure begins.
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MARY POPPINS
by Pamela L. Travers (J TRAVERS)
A tart-tongued nanny brings magic to the lives of
the Banks family.
THE ADVENTURES OF
HUCKLEBERRY FINN
by Mark Twain (J TWAIN)
Journey on a raft down the Mississippi.
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM
SAWYER
by Mark Twain (J TWAIN)
Tom’s boyhood on the Mississippi.
CHARLOTTE’S WEB
by E. B. White (J WHITE)
A remarkable friendship between a pig and a
spider.
REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM
by Kate Douglas Wiggin (J WIGGIN)
Rebecca heads toward a future filled with small
matters like poetry and parasols and large
concerns like living and dying.
LITTLE HOUSE IN THE BIG WOODS
by Laura Ingalls Wilder (J WILDER)
The Ingalls family shared the chores and delights
of the wilderness. This is the first in a series.
THE SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
by Johann Wyss (J WYSS)
Survivors of a shipwreck build a home on a wild
tropical island.
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MR. POPPER’S PENGUINS
by Richard Atwater (J ATWATER)
Mr. Popper was a house painter, and also a
daydreamer. He wrote to the explorer, Admiral
Drake, telling him how he loved reading about
the admiral’s expedition with penguins. In return
the admiral sent him a penguin of his own.
LITTLE WOMEN
by Louisa May Alcott (J ALCOTT)
With their father away at war, Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy live, laugh, and struggle with all the
challenges of life without much money in the days
of the Civil War.
TUCK EVERLASTING
by Natalie Babbitt (JBABBITT)
The Tuck family has a dangerous secret. They
never age. They never die.
PETER PAN
by James M. Barrie (J BARRIE)
The three Darling children fly with Peter Pan to
Neverland.

